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Jessenation, the rising star in the music

world.

CHICAGO, IL, UNITED STATES, July 21,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Jessenation's Debut Album, "GRACE,"

Debuts with Impressive Streaming

Numbers

Jessenation, a rising star in the music

industry, has garnered significant

attention with the release of his debut

studio album, "GRACE: Genuine

Rhythms And Creative Energy."

Launched just a day ago, the album

has already surpassed one million

streams, marking a promising start for

Jessenation's musical journey.

"GRACE" Captivates Listeners Globally

The album's unique fusion of Afrobeat rhythms, heartfelt lyrics, and infectious energy has

resonated with audiences worldwide. "GRACE" transcends a mere collection of songs; it's a

meticulously crafted musical experience that reflects Jessenation's artistic growth and creative

evolution.

Stellar Collaborations Elevate the Album

"GRACE" features collaborations with renowned artists Shank and Juno Lost Kause, showcasing

Jessenation's artistic versatility and his ability to seamlessly blend diverse musical styles into a

cohesive and dynamic masterpiece. Each track on the album is a testament to his exceptional

artistry and unwavering dedication to his craft.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://push.fm/fl/grace-jn
https://push.fm/fl/grace-jn


GRACE

Jessenation's Meteoric Rise

Since his emergence on the music

scene in 2020 with the debut track

"Fever" (which garnered over a million

streams within a week!), Jessenation

has consistently captivated audiences

with his unique sound. His rise to

prominence includes sharing the stage

with established artists like Naira

Marley, opening for Afrobeats icon

Olamide, and even performing

alongside Kanye West at the highly

anticipated Donda listening event at

Soldier Field, Chicago.

"GRACE": A Symphony of Talent and

Passion

"GRACE" is a symphony of Jessenation's

talent, passion, and relentless pursuit

of artistic excellence. It's a captivating

melody that transcends the confines of the music itself. This debut album serves as a powerful

testament to Jessenation's artistic growth and his unwavering commitment to creating music

that connects deeply with listeners on a global scale.

Creating 'GRACE' was a

journey of genuine rhythms

and creative energy. I'm

thrilled to see how it's

resonating with fans

worldwide.”

Jessenation

Join the Celebration of "GRACE"

"GRACE" is now available for streaming on all major

platforms. Fans are encouraged to join the celebration by

streaming the album, sharing it with friends, and

experiencing the genuine rhythms and creative energy that

define Jessenation's music.

About Jessenation

Jessenation is more than just a musician; he's a multifaceted artist, entrepreneur, and creative

force known for his genuine connection with fans and his ability to push musical boundaries. The

journey from his debut track "Fever" to the critically acclaimed "GRACE" exemplifies Jessenation's

relentless passion and exceptional talent within the music industry.

For media inquiries, please contact:

Vibesnation Music Group: https://www.jessenation.com/

https://www.jessenation.com/


GRACE COVER

Follow Jessenation:

https://beacons.ai/jessenation

Listen to “GRACE” now:

https://push.fm/fl/grace-jn

Listen to "GRACE" Now! [Link to

Album]

Featured Artists: Shank, Juno Lost

Kause, Jesse Jags, Jack Montesano, Dj

Rymzy, Queen Drie, Kobi Jonz, Kordy

Blakka, Heph B, Jova B and Bolo Jay

Feel free to explore Jessenation’s music

and celebrate his remarkable journey!

Vibesnation Music Group

VIBESNATION MUSIC GROUP LLC

info@jessenation.com

Visit us on social media:

Facebook

X

Instagram

YouTube

TikTok
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